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Abstract— In recent years, the adoption of robotic systems has witnessed remarkable growth across diverse 

industries, revolutionizing various aspects of automation and human-robot interaction. Healthcare is one of the 

major professions where replacement of human labor with well-functioning service robots would be heavily 

desired. Mobile service robots in a multi robot system can work collaborately and cooperatively to assist medical 

personnel by performing work routines as simple or complex tasks. As these robots carry out complex tasks, there 

arises a crucial need for secure, efficient, and immutable storage mechanisms to manage the vast amount of task-

related information generated during their operation. In this study, we propose a simulation where a system of 

multiple TIAGo++ robots can request and complete simple tasks while using Hyperledger Fabric (HLF) 

blockchain platform to address the requirements of storing and accessing task information. Communication with 

the blockchain network and controlling it in Webots environment for a single TIAGo++ robot are integrated into 

same Java application in this simulation. Experimental results show that HLF and Webots can successfully run 

concurrently for task allocation and to store data acquired from mobile robots in a multi robot simulation. 

Keywords : Hyperledger Fabric, blockchain, health robots, decentralized management, Webots, TIAGo++.  

 

1. Introduction 

In the aftermath of COVID-19 outbreak it was well experienced that deployment of service robots in 

healthcare would have been playing a critical role not only in isolation of infected patients and medical 

personnel but also in diminishing the number of possible infections. With the rapid advancements in 

robotics and artificial intelligence, mobile service robots have emerged as integral tools in various 

industries, transforming traditional workflows and offering novel solutions to complex challenges. As 

an ever improving sub branch of robotics, mobile robots and their behavioral planning stands as a hot 

research area in robotics. In recent years, healthcare has emerged as a promising domain for integrating 

mobile robots to enhance patient care, improve medical procedures, and alleviate the burden on 

healthcare professionals. As an alternative to the cutting-edge healthcare robots, the TIAGo++ robot, 

with its human-like appearance and versatile capabilities, can be utilized in revolutionizing patient 

assistance, rehabilitation, and healthcare services. By leveraging its sensing, perception, and mobility 

capabilities; it can perform a range of tasks, such as patient monitoring, medication and other essential 

delivery, physical therapy assistance, and data collection, with precision and efficiency. 

TIAGo++, developed by PAL Robotics, is introduced as a new version of TIAGo and is a ROS 

compliant robot. With its 7-DoF arms to perform coordinated dual-arm actions and expandable base 

structure, TIAGo++ can carry out complex tasks with enhanced dexterity and adaptability. Since 

obtaining several TIAGo++ robots can be quite costly, experiments with multiple TIAGo++ robots are 

often conducted in simulated environments such as Webots, where it can be tested and fine-tuned in a 

controlled and safe setting. 

As the tasks to be executed by the TIAGo++ robot become increasingly intricate and the volume of data 

generated during its operations continues to surge, managing tasks and storing task-related information poses a 

significant challenge. In traditional robotic applications, task data management has been accomplished using 

conventional centralized databases, leading to concerns about data integrity, security, and the risk of single points 
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of failure. To overcome these limitations, there is a compelling need for a robust, transparent, and decentralized 

approach to store and manage task information efficiently. 

In recent years, blockchain technology has gained considerable attention as a potential solution for addressing 

data management challenges across various domains. The underlying principles of immutability, transparency, and 

decentralized consensus make blockchain an attractive candidate for enhancing data integrity and security. 

Hyperledger Fabric, a leading open-source blockchain framework, offers a unique set of features ideally suited for 

enterprise-grade applications, making it an appealing choice for use in robotics. 

Hyperledger Fabric (HLF) is an enterprise-grade, permissioned blockchain framework that operates as an open-

source project under the Linux Foundation's Hyperledger initiative. Designed to cater to the unique requirements 

of business applications, HLF stands out as a prominent blockchain platform within the industry. One of its key 

advantages lies in its modular architecture, which permits pluggable consensus protocols, security modules and 

membership services, thereby fostering flexibility and scalability (Androulaki et al., 2018). In HLF, peers of the 

blockchain network can communicate in a channel-based system, which provides distinct private channels for 

secure and confidential transactions between certain peers and organizations. Moreover, HLF utilizes an 

endorsement policy framework which enables fine-grained control over transaction validation, enhancing 

governance and regulatory compliance. Its support for chaincode development (terminology used for smart 

contracts in HLF) in various programming languages provides versatility to decentralized application developers 

(Hewa et al., 2021). Its enterprise-level security mechanisms, such as access controls and identity management, 

assures heightened protection against malicious activities such as Sybil attacks. 

In this study, we present an application to address the task information storage needs in a system of multiple 

TIAGo++ robots operating within the Webots simulation environment. Leveraging the capabilities of HLF, we 

aim to achieve an immutable and decentralized repository for task data, facilitating efficient information sharing, 

retrieval, and validation in a secure and transparent manner. By adopting a blockchain-based solution, we introduce 

a Webots simulation as an extension of our previous study on using blockchain powered task distribution for robots 

in healthcare for enhanced collaboration and reliable operation in a system of multiple mobile robots. 

The primary objectives of this study are as follows: 

1. To investigate the challenges associated with conventional data storage mechanisms for the Tiago++ robot's 

tasks in Webots and identify their limitations in terms of scalability, integrity, and security. 

2. To explore the potential benefits of employing blockchain technology, particularly Hyperledger Fabric, as a 

robust and decentralized data management system for the TIAGo++ robot's task information. 

3. To design and implement a proof-of-concept simulation system that integrates TIAGo++ as a ROS compliant 

robot in Webots with HLF. 

4. To demonstrate the proper execution of task management in a system of multiple Tiago++ robots in a 

simulation environment. 

The remainder of this article is organized as follows: Section 2 presents a review of related work about 

applications of blockchain powered systems of mobile robots. In Section 3, we delve into the methodology and 

architectural design of our proposed system, discuss the implementation details and evaluate the experiments in 

the simulation platform. Finally in Section 4, we conclude the study, highlighting the contributions and outlining 

future research directions. 

 

2. Related Work 

Systems of multiple mobile robots is an ongoing hot research field where applications on several research 

domains like indoor logistics (Okumuş, Dönmez and Kocamaz, 2020), search and rescue (Dadgar, Couceiro and 

Hamzeh, 2020), molecular robotics (Trotta et al. 2020) (Kabir, Inoue and Kakugo, 2020) (Keya et al. 2018) and 

health (Holland et al. 2021) (Farkh et al. 2021) (Fang 2021) have been proposed. Among these research domains, 

healthcare related studies gained much attention and popularity since the beginning of ongoing COVID-19 

pandemic.  Common applications of mobile robots in healthcare include medical examination, patient surveillance 

(Holland et al. 2021) (Farkh et al. 2021) and medical transportation (Fang 2021) but these applications mostly deal 

with single robots. Multi robot systems can provide an efficient way to perform healthcare services fluently. 

Specific adaptations of blockchain systems to multi robot systems for multi robot collaboration in fighting 

COVID-19 pandemic are stated in (Alsamhi and Lee, 2021) and (Alsamhi et al. 2021), but an application for 

general healthcare services hasn’t been proposed yet. In this study we implement a simulation to demonstrate a 

proof-of-concept for our study (Şen, Okumuş and Kocamaz. 2022) which introduces and describes a system of 
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multiple healthcare robots using a permissioned blockchain platform for decentralized management with use case 

scenarios. 

3. Methodology 

3.1. Technical Background: 

3.1.1. Webots: 

Webots is a widely adopted and versatile robot simulation software that gained popularity among robotics 

researchers and developers. As a cross-platform and open-source tool, Webots provides researchers and engineers 

with a comprehensive environment for designing, simulating, and evaluating various robotic systems, thereby 

facilitating both virtual prototyping and algorithm validation (Michel, 2004). Notably, Webots supports a diverse 

range of robot models, sensors, actuators, and environments, enabling users to emulate complex real-world 

scenarios accurately. Moreover, Webots possesses a high degree of extensibility through its scripting and plugin 

capabilities, thereby fostering the integration of external libraries and frameworks. This flexibility allows for the 

seamless adaptation of Webots to specific research objectives and experimental requirements. 

3.1.2. Hyperledger Fabric: 

As described above HLF gives users to setup a permissioned blockchain network which can be tailored for 

custom requirements. In the process of setting up a HLF network; various types of nodes, including peers, ordering 

service nodes, and clients are deployed by organizations. Chaincodes are implemented to encapsulate business 

logic and are installed on peers in order to commit transactions. Transactions are initiated by clients and undergo 

a series of steps. Firstly, transactions are proposed to endorsing peers, which simulate the transaction's impact on 

the ledger using the associated chaincode. Endorsement policies determine the required peer endorsements. 

Subsequently, endorsed transactions are sent to ordering nodes for consensus and sequencing into blocks. Ordering 

service nodes broadcast these blocks to endorsing peers for validation against endorsement policies and ledger 

consistency. The endorsed and validated transactions are then committed to the shared ledger, reflecting the 

agreed-upon state changes. In our case, this process is simplified by using default endorsement policies since 

defining complicated policies are not required for this simulation. 

3.2. Setup of Simulation Environment: 

Our system consists two main components, first one is the HLF blockchain network, where each robot is also 

a peer node, running task and robot chaincodes and second one is the Webots simulation environment and HLF 

Java gateway appplications (as separate Java processes) attached to it as external controllers. We launched a HLF 

network with 5 peer and 3 orderer nodes without using Docker Compose. In order to simulate a system of 5 

TIAGo++ robots, we created a Webots world with 5 TIAGO++ PROTO nodes using external controllers. Since 

Webots provides a Java APl for programming robot controllers, we were able to implement the code for both 

connecting to HLF gateway and controlling every TIAGo++ robot externally in the same Java project. Therefore 

we managed to integrate Webots and HLF into a single Java application. Multiple instances of this Java application 

was needed for each TIAGo++ robot, therefore we opened separate IntelliJ IDEA IDE instances for it. 

For the sake of simplicity, the task for a robot is defined such as to reach a goal position. When the simulation 

starts, each robot obtains available tasks in the task ledger and requests the task with least cost for it. If this request 

is accepted, the robot starts the task and ignores other available tasks until its task is completed. After completing 

a task, the robot sends a request to the blockchain network to update ledger data and checks available tasks to 

select a new one. If no task is available, the robot stays idle until new tasks are generated. 

We experienced problems which required technical matters to overcome during the implementation of the 

simulation, therefore in order to execute our simulation properly these technical issues should be considered. 

1. Although Webots supports controllers written in Python; Java was preferred to implement the source code 

which integrates HLF Gateway SDK and Webots API, since no official HLF Python SDK is released by the time 

of this study. This choice yields the Webots Java controllers to run in JVM processes which consumes significant 

amount of memory. In a case running 10 Java controllers costs up to 4 GB of RAM which can be seen in Figure 

1. 

2. Setting Webots to use GPU as graphics renderer is essential, since Webots process can crash suddenly while 

running the simulation when software graphics renderer with CPU is selected. This happens occasionally with 

Linux versions (e.g. Ubuntu 22.04) of Webots. 

3. Using external controllers in Webots gives the flexibility both to connect to HLF network and Webots in the 

same Java process. While using the configurations described in the official tutorial, we faced a runtime error about 

missing Java libraries although correct path to Webots Java controller package was included as an environment 

variable and we solved this problem by adding the path to Webots C++ library to the same environment variable. 
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Figure 1. Memory consumption of Java processes for controlling TIAGo++ robots in Webots. 

 

 

3.3. Application: 

We executed our simulation on a PC with Intel Core i5 CPU with 4 cores running at 2.3 GHz, NVIDIA GeForce 

920MX GPU and 8 GB of RAM. More robots can also be tested on a computer system with enough memory but 

we decided to run a system of 5 TIAGo++ robots under this memory constraint. We launched our HLF network 

in separate terminals and installed robot and task chaincodes. After successful launch of HLF network; the task 

ledger is populated with initial tasks shown in Table 1, since robots are expected to select a task from the list of 

available tasks. Next, we started Webots and ran the Java applications described in Section 3.2. An overview of 

the Webots simulation world and 5 TIAGo++ robots at initial positions is shown in Figure 2. 

 

 

Table 1. List of initially generated tasks on the task ledger. Since all tasks have its initial value “PENDING”, 

status of the tasks are omitted. 

Task ID Goal Position 

1 (2, 2) 

2 (1, 4) 

3 (-2, -2) 

4 (4, 3) 

5 (-1, -3) 

6 (3, -2) 

7 (-2, 3) 

8 (4, -4) 

9 (5, -1) 

10 (-5, 1) 

 

TIAGo++ PROTO in Webots does not include sensor suite for navigation, so that GPS and compass modules in 

Webots is added as components to each robot in the simulation. Since precise localization and mapping is beyond 

the scope of this study, we assumed navigation data acquired from GPS and compass modules in Webots would 

be sufficient. 
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Figure 2. Initial positions of 5 TIAGo++ robots in Webots simulation 

 

 

3.4. Experimental Results: 

We tested our simulation with 10 tasks and 5 robots. After all tasks are completed, task data acquired from the 

robots are shown in Table 2. Final positions of the robots are obtained from GPS modules attached to them and 

hence can contain sensor noise and errors defined in Webots simulation. However, this study does not focus on 

precise positioning as we stated in Section 3.3 therefore values obtained from simulated sensors are used to check 

for task completion. 

 

Table 2. Status of the robots after all tasks are completed.   

Robot ID Assigned Tasks Final Position 

Robot 1 2, 6 (-4.11, 2.92) 

Robot 2 4, 10 (6.08, -3.95) 

Robot 3 5, 9 (-9.91, 5.08) 

Robot 4 1, 7 (4.99, 7.01) 

Robot 5 3, 8 (-9.94, -4.92) 

 

 

Experimental results we stated above shows that a system of multiple TIAGo++ robots in Webots simulation 

successfully interacts with the HLF blockchain network for efficient task allocation and storing task data. This 

simulation can be extended with additional task generations and more robots, it is going to run independent from 

the total number of robots and tasks as more computer system resources are available. We actually tried and 

managed to run 10 TIAGo++ robots at the same time but had to disable real time graphics rendering in Webots, 

because of the system constraints described in Section 3.3. 
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Figure 3. Final positions of 5 TIAGo++ robots after all tasks are completed in Webots simulation 

 

4. Discussion and Future Work 

In this study we proposed a simulation in Webots where a system of multiple TIAGo++ robots can select and 

execute tasks which are distributed among a HLF blockchain network. Each robot selected most appropriate task 

for it among the tasks previously generated and stored in task ledger. After stating related studies in the literature, 

we gave the implementation steps of the proposed system and indicated technical aspects related with performance 

which can be critical for running the simulation. Next, we presented the execution of the simulation in Webots 

with 5 TIAGo++ robots. After completion of tasks by robots, task ledger is updated with final task data gathered 

from them. Successful execution of the simulation demonstrates a proof-of-concept for our previous study (Şen, 

Okumuş and Kocamaz, 2022) and shows that real TIAGo++ robots can be used for healthcare duties in real world 

scenarios.  

Although TIAGo++ is a ROS enabled robot, ROS features are not integrated in the application and Webots 

Java API is used for controlling TIAGo++ instead. We are planning to extend the scope of this study by fully 

integrating ROS into the simulation. Introducing message transmission among robots as an enhancement of task 

management and distribution would also be an improvement of the simulation we propose as future work. 
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